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PREFACE 

Skill development and reforming education and training systems are among the 

policy priorities of most countries around the world today. Two particular 

concerns are how to address the mismatch between skills imparted by education 

and training systems and the changing labor market, and how to create a learning 

system that is more transparent and coherent and allows vertical and horizontal 

mobility on the learning ladder.   

Increasingly, qualifications frameworks have been seen as a useful policy tool by 

many countries to achieve these and other goals. The last five years have seen a 

dramatic increase in the number of countries adopting National Qualification 

Frameworks (NQF). Recently, recognizing the high demand for skill in India, the 

Central Advisory Board of Education (CABE) emphasized the need for a National 

Vocational Qualification Framework (NVQF) for India to provide a common 

reference framework for linking various vocational qualifications and setting 

common principles and guidelines for a nationally recognized qualification system 

and standards.  The National Skills Development Policy of the Government of 

India also mandates development of a NVQF.  

The World Bank financed Vocational Training Improvement Project (VTIP), 

which started in December 2007 and is being implemented by the Ministry of 

Labor and Employment, has an important project component focusing on 

"Promotion of Reforms". Under this component four areas of policy reforms were 

identified and one of them is developing a NVQF. The World Bank organized a 

brainstorming session on NVQF in March 2008 with some key stakeholders 

including MOLE, MHRD, Industry Associations, International Skills Partners, and 

academicians. A second brainstorming event was organized where representatives 

of the Scottish Qualification Authority presented the Scottish Qualification 

Framework.  

Under the current technical support initiative, the World Bank and ILO are jointly 

working to support the GOI efforts by bringing in lessons from international 

experience of implementation of NQF/NVQF and based on these lessons suggest 

design and implementation options that are relevant to the Indian context. Another 

objective of this effort has been to sensitize key stakeholders on various aspects and 

implications of this important policy change. A National Workshop on NVQF 

was organized on February 07, 2011 where there were about sixty participants 

representing MOLE, MHRD, Planning Commission, Industries and Industry 

Associations, National Skills Development Corporation, national level institutions 

such as Indira Gandhi National Open University, National University of 

Educational Planning and Administration, National Council of Educational 

Research and Training, National Institute of Open Schooling, newly constituted 

Sector Skills Councils, training providers and international donor organizations. 

Based on the discussions and inputs provided by the participants in the workshop, 
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this paper, "Options for Designing and Implementing an NVQF for India," has 

been prepared.
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1. INTRODUCTION: STRATEGIC ISSUES 

“Wherever in the world we live, Indians are famous for being swots, nerds, 

dweebs, boffins and dorks”  

Angela Saini GEEK NATION: How Indian science is taking over the 

world (2011) 

If Angela Saini, an Indian journalist trained as an engineer is right, India must 

support and build on this potential. This will mean a very different NVQF from 

those so far introduced. Helping India to achieve such an NVQF is the aim of this 

report. 

The idea of introducing an NVQF in India is widely supported among stakeholders 

and the relevant Ministries of both the federal and state governments
1

. Most 

significantly, it is supported by the Prime Minister‖s National Council on Skills 

Development. The aim of this Report is to provide the basis for deciding on a 

strategy for the implementation and design of an NVQF. It focuses on the specific 

issues facing India but takes into account the experiences of other countries which 

have introduced or are in the process of introducing a NVQF (or NQF). In 

particular, the Report draws on the findings of the 16-country study of NQF 

implementation undertaken by the ILO during 2009/2010.  

NQFs and NVQFs have been initiated in many countries in the world—over 100 at 

the last count. The early frameworks emerged in industrialized Anglophone 

countries (and South Africa), which were followed by Anglophone developing 

countries, and often focused on vocational education.  Recently, under the 

influence of the European Qualifications Framework, EU countries and a growing 

number of countries in the European region are adopting comprehensive NQFs 

which include vocational qualifications. This means that countries with very little 

in common—and in many cases exhibiting dramatic differences in terms 

industrialization, provision of education, living standards, population sizes, and so 

on—are all adopting a similar policy mechanism. The one message all case studies 

conducted for the ILO research had in common was that ambitious expectations 

about what qualifications frameworks can achieve in relatively limited time periods 

seem to be ill-founded. Most NVQFs
2

, especially those being introduced in 

developing countries which have some similarities to India, are at an early stage of 

development. It was not surprising therefore, that the ILO study found little 

                                                

1

 It is assumed in this Report that an NVQF and not an NQF is being proposed for India. The 

NVQF will include all TVET programs and qualifications, but not the programs or qualifications in 

general education offered by schools or universities. Within the NVQF therefore, TVET includes 

all non-degree programs that provide technical and vocational education and training, pre-

employment and livelihood skills training, apprenticeships, education and training for non-

professional workers, including workplace training, and employment oriented and job-related short 

courses preparing students for both domestic and international markets. 

2 The term NVQF is used throughout the paper to reflect the comprehensive framework that the 

Indian government proposes and that is necessary if the key issue of progression in India is to be 

addressed. It is more inclusive than the concept of a National Vocational Education Qualification 

Framework (NVEQF) which focuses only on formal education and excludes vocational training and 

skills development programs.  
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evidence of the impact of NQFs on key goals such as improving the national level 

of skills and knowledge. However, the ILO study did find evidence on a number of 

important issues concerning design and implementation that any country seeking 

to introduce a NVQF is likely to face. In suggesting the options open to the Indian 

government, this Report is primarily a consideration of these issues.   

This report is designed with the aim of making maximizing the chances of the 

NVQF in India being a success. By success we mean that it achieves the realizable 

goal of improving progression opportunities in and from TVET.  It is for this 

reason that this report recommends that stakeholders and representatives of the 

GOI begin by examining the misleading perceptions about NVQFs/NQFs that 

have caused problems in every other country. We recommend strongly that this 

takes place prior to the more specific steps involved in the design and 

implementation of a NVQF and even prior to further discussions about the 

specific purpose of an NVQF for India. On superficial reading the issues we raise in 

Section 1 may appear obvious. However, this is far from being so. The issues raised 

in Section 1 are difficult and challenge many pre-conceptions about NQFs; they 

need detailed and serious discussion among as wide a section of those involved as 

possible.   

Most other countries introducing an NQF or NVQF did not address these 

considerations prior to design and implementation. They assumed that a NVQF is 

unambiguously a ―good thing‖ and frequently confused their hopes for a NVQF 

with the reality of what a NVQF can achieve, with invariably negative results. 

These negative results are then masked by the absence of any rigorous evaluation. 

The few examples (as in South Africa) of evaluation treated the process as little 

more than a consumer survey – were people in favour of a NQF? This told them 

nothing about what the NQF was achieving.  

 

Introducing a NVQF involves a considerable amount of work, time and 

investment. On the other hand, it is only a small part of any reform program 

designed to achieve real improvements to progression in and from TVET.   It is for 

this reason that Section 1.1 concentrates on what NQFs and NVQFs can and 

cannot do.  The truth about what it is assumed that a NVQF can do but in 

reality cannot do is an absolutely vital starting point for establishing an NVQF 

that really will support progression. These statements are not just opinions of the 

authors but are the result of many years of experience and research in a variety of 

countries that is not challenged by evidence to the contrary.  To begin this report 

otherwise would ignore very important issues. This does not mean there aren‖t 

different views in the literature, but the recommendations presented here reflect 

well considered opinions of the authors.  

1. INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

An NVQF is not an end in itself 

An NVQF is not an essential feature of a quality education and training system. 

Some successful systems (as in a number of South East Asian countries) do not have 

an NVQF. However, an NVQF can be part of a solution to problems that arise in 
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all TVET systems. An Indian NVQF, however, must be designed, in conjunction 

with other complementary policies and strategies, to respond to the specific 

problems that TVET in India faces.  

An NVQF should not be a ‘solution’ looking for a ‘problem’ 

It follows that the starting question for policy makers should not be: 

- How do we implement an NVQF? 

  BUT RATHER  

What are the key problems we have identified in Indian TVET provision?  

- In what ways could establishing an NVQF help overcome these problems?  

- What strategies and policies in addition to an NVQF will be necessary if these 

problems are to be overcome

LESSONS FROM THE INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH  

An NVQF will not itself increase provision  

A NVQF frames provision of TVET; it does not itself create new provision. If the 

poor progression within and from TVET is partly caused by the absence of 

appropriate programs at different levels, then new programmes must be developed 

which treat progression as their major objective. Therefore, when thinking about 

the role a NVQF might play in addressing the lack of progression, it is important 

to be very specific about the causes of this problem.  

- Is it that some TVET programmes do not prepare students adequately for 

accessing existing higher-level provision, and that therefore there may be un-

filled spaces in, for example, Polytechnics and Colleges of Engineering?  

- Is the lack of progression a product of programmes at lower levels with weak 

curricula? 

- Is it that there are no courses for students graduating from TVET programmes 

to progress to?  

- Is it that different programmes offered by the different ministries have been 

developed quite separately from each other, and therefore progression between 

them is restricted?  

- Is it that graduates of certain programs are denied entry to higher level 

programs because of unnecessarily restrictive entry requirements? 

Progression may be inhibited by some or all of these factors. All except the last are 

problems of provision; they are not primarily problems of qualifications or 

accreditation. It follows that in addressing the problem of progression, substantial 

improvements in TVET provision in addition to an NVQF will be necessary, if 

progression is to become a reality for growing numbers of students.  

An NVQF will not improve progression on its own  

A NVQF can represent one component of an integrated approach to improving the 

scope and quality of TVET.  Other components of such an integrated approach 

will include: 
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- developing more coherent relationships between public and private providers 

(see the Malaysia case study in the ILO Report), and between government 

departments (see the Australia case study); 

- increasing the involvement of industry (employers and trade unions) and 

Professional Associations in the planning, development and delivery of 

programs and the design of qualifications (see the UK case study on NVQs); 

- enhancing institutional capacity, improving the quality of curricula and the 

quality of assessment of TVET programmes provided by schools, by ITIs and 

ITCs; 

- improving the quality of  the initial and further professional development of 

teachers and trainers in the TVET sector; 

- strengthening curriculum and learning resource development capacity at local, 

state and national levels; 

- building partnerships between educational providers, employers and trade 

unions, and professional associations, across each occupational sector and in 

each state; 

- reviewing the links between TVET and employment policy and practices (eg: 

industry occupational profiles and their links to qualification structures, 

apprenticeship arrangements, regional employment policies, and approaches to 

developing new industries and services).  

The international experience shows that NQFs and NVQFs on their own do not 

easily change provision. In other words, if a problem for policy makers is that 

certain programmes are dead-ends for students, this problem is unlikely to be 

solved by changing the specifications or requirements of qualifications; improving 

progression possibilities for students requires detailed and hard work on the 

curriculum and pedagogy of educational programmes.  

An NVQF will not on its own overcome education/labour 

market ‘mismatch’  

Most countries have introduced NQFs and NVQFs in an attempt, amongst other 

things, to improve communication between education and training systems and 

labour markets. The ILO research found mixed evidence of this being achieved. In 

Scotland, there are some indications that a qualifications framework can play some 

role in improving information flow—for example, the framework is used by a 

national career guidance service. Another example is England where the 

government required public sector employers to guarantee their employees access 

to NVQs. However whether this actually improved progression depended on other 

factors such as the approach to HRD on the part of the employers. In Sri Lanka, 

public sector recruitment practices were changed to ensure reference to NVQF 

qualifications in job advertisements. However we do not have evidence as to what 

this has achieved. Most of the case studies were unable to find empirical evidence 

demonstrating that employers found qualifications easier to use than they had been 

prior to the introduction of an NQF; nor was data found to demonstrate that 

qualifications frameworks have improved the match of supply and demand 

between education and training institutions and the labour market; although as 

stated earlier, most NVQFs studied were at an early stage of development, and not 

surprisingly, data on impact was lacking. Representatives of qualifications 
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authorities, government agencies, and industry bodies who were interviewed, did 

not have concrete evidence, evaluations, or research reports to show that there had 

been achievements in this regard, and publically available information from these 

organizations also did not contain such evidence. While policy makers strongly 

believe that involving industry in the development of qualifications (including the 

specification of learning outcomes and competence statements) is important, the 

case studies found only limited evidence that, up to now, this had, in practice, led 

to improved involvement by industry, or in turn that NQFs or NVQFs have 

improved communication in the hoped for ways.  

There is no one model for the design or implementation of an 

NVQF  

India could, as many countries have done, consider models from other countries. 

For example, it could develop an outcomes or competence-based NVQF on the 

lines developed in a number of Asian countries such as Sri Lanka and Bangladesh, 

or the Singapore approach, where they have developed their own version of the 

Australian ―Training Packages‖. In Bangladesh the inclusion of pre-vocational 

pathways at levels 1 and 2 was seen as an important mechanism for establishing 

pathways for people with low levels of formal education into higher-level formal 

programs. This is a common assumption of many such programs (UK‖s NVQs are 

a much copied example). However, agreement on a policy is quite different from 

there being evidence that such programmes actually do provide a basis for 

progression to higher levels. For example, in the case of Bangladesh, whilst there 

are expectations that registered training providers will register to provide 

assessment services, as the system is yet to be implemented it is difficult to ascertain 

the likelihood of success.  

As a tiny rich city-state, Singapore is a special case and therefore offers little as a 

model for India, except the high level of commitment to TVET on the part of the 

government. Furthermore, Singapore is currently re-evaluating their competency-

based training system as they seek to upgrade the knowledge of their workforce in 

response to developments in South Korea, China and Japan.  

The major alternative approach to competence-based models is to attempt to 

develop a version of the German ―occupational‖ approach to TVET; this is what 

Malaysia has tried to do (see ILO Case study). The ILO Report provides a good 

account of the Malaysian case, and there could be much benefit from a more 

detailed investigation of it by researchers from India. However, there are two 

problems facing any country trying to build on the German experience. First the 

German model has a history of at least 150 years, and is based on close tripartite 

relationships between education providers and the state, employers and trade 

unions that would be extremely difficult to replicate in India, at least in a short 

time. Secondly, Malaysia itself has limitations as a model for India; it is a far more 

centralized, even autocratic, and less democratic society than India and does not 

have a similar federal structure.  

Further, the international evidence suggests that ―policy borrowing‖ rarely works 

and that ―policy learning‖ which begins from where a country is at and asks what 

lessons it can learn from other countries, is a more fruitful approach. For example, 

the UK and South African experience suggests that initial development of an 
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NVQF with a set of levels based on outcomes can lead to a proliferation of 

qualifications which ―fill‖ the framework but are rarely used. The lesson seems to be 

that a qualification framework should follow, and to some extent, shape provision, 

not attempt to ―lead‖ it.   

Our conclusion is that there is no standard model NVQF that can be ―taken off the 

shelf‖ and introduced in the Indian context; nor is there a standard implementation 

strategy. The NVQFs developed so far vary widely in purpose and structure. 

Implementation strategies have also varied widely. This means that neither design 

nor implementation are straightforward ―technical‖ tasks but will involve a range of 

decisions that have often been treated as ―given‖ in other countries. It also follows 

that the design and implementation of an Indian NVQF needs to involve a process 

of detailed and extensive consultation and dialogue between all those who will have 

a stake in its development, at every level – national, state, and local. Such an 

approach is also crucial to ensure that the NVQF is really understood and used by 

the relevant stakeholders. How the NVQF is implemented may be even more 

important than what it ultimately looks like.  

Decisions on how the NVQF will be implemented will thus be as important as 

decisions about its form and structure if it is to result in improved progression.  

2. THE PURPOSE OF INTRODUCING AN NVQF IN 

INDIA  

All the documentary sources we have consulted and all the advice we have received 

from stakeholders suggest there are a number of problems that it is hoped 

introducing a NVQF in India will help overcome. These include: 

- improving the pathways between formal TVET programmes in schools and 

ITI‖s (Industrial Training Institutes), ITC‖s (Industrial Training Centres) and 

MES (Modular Employability Skills) programmes and improving the 

progression opportunities that  they offer to employment or to Polytechnics, 

Colleges of Engineering, and higher education more generally 

- improving the quality, status and availability of TVET programs; 

- establishing  pathways and progression from informal short courses that are 

provided by various government agencies (often in the ―unorganized‖ sector), 

NGOs and industry, to formal TVET programmes; and 

- narrowing the ―gaps‖ between what TVET graduates know and can do and the 

skills and knowledge that employers say they need.   

The limited progression possibilities together with a demand for TVET that far 

exceeds supply are undoubtedly major barriers to skill development in India. These 

are primarily issues of provision not qualifications. However, a vocational 

qualifications framework (NVQF) can play a role in improving pathways between 

existing or newly introduced forms of provision and in more clearly articulating 

the relationship between qualifications and occupations. However such 

improvements will depend primarily on the raising the capacities of educational 
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institutions and ensuring greater industry involvement in program development 

and delivery.   

It follows therefore that the introduction of an NVQF in India should not be seen 

in isolation but as part of a broad strategy of reform that is designed to improve 

progression within and from TVET programmes. It is achieving this objective 

which should be the primary criterion for making decisions about the 

implementation and design of an NVQF.  

Because it is such a key concern, the issue of progression is considered in more 

depth in the following section.  

TVET IN INDIA AND THE ISSUE OF PROGRESSION 

TVET and skills training in India has a complex history which reflects the long 

term neglect, by successive Indian and earlier British governments, of educational 

provision for the most disadvantaged sections of society. As in the UK, the very 

fact that TVET and skills training has been associated with creating opportunities 

for disadvantaged groups has contributed to its low status and lack of recognition. 

Recent TVET developments in India have been initiated by different Ministries and 

have often had very little relationship to each other. This fragmentation of 

provision has inevitably limited progression between programmes.  

It is arguable that before the change in India‖s rate of economic growth and the new 

demands for higher-level skills that followed the ―liberalization‖ of the economy 

after 1991, this lack of progression within and from TVET was of relatively little 

significance. Now, when improved levels of skill and knowledge are seen in India, 

and by increasing numbers of governments across the world, as integral to 

economic growth, and when India is competing with both emerging high skill 

economies such as Japan and South Korea and low skill/low wage economies in the 

South East Asian region, the weak skill and knowledge base of the workforce in 

India is recognized as a serious problem. Furthermore, multinational corporations 

are less and less tied to their countries of origin; they are increasingly able to choose 

to locate their production where they have identified a population with the 

appropriate skill and knowledge base.  In this emerging global context a more 

coordinated TVET system will be essential if Indian government targets for more 

students progressing to advanced and higher level programmes are to be met. The 

diversity of TVET is in part an organic consequence of India‖s federal structure and 

the inherent cultural diversity of the country. However, two aspects of this 

diversity have disadvantages from the perspective of this report; one is 

organizational and one is concerned with qualifications.  

Organizational challenges facing TVET provision 

The responsibilities for TVET provision are currently divided between: 

- the two Main Ministries: MOHRD (Human Relations Development), 

responsible for vocational programmes in secondary schools, Polytechnics, and 

Colleges of Engineering; and MOLE (Labour and Employment), responsible for 

ITIs (public Industrial Training Institutes), ITCs (private ITIs) and the system of 

Modular Employability Skills; 
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- many of the 16 other federal Ministries which have responsibility for technical 

training in their specialist fields and deliver or fund some forms of formal 

and/or informal TVET through specific programs; 

- the 38 state and territory governments that fund and deliver both formal and 

informal national and/or state developed TVET programmes; and 

- the National Skills Development Corporation (NSDC), with responsibility for 

Sector Skills Councils which are likely to be the bodies with major 

responsibilities for the development and or endorsement of TVET 

qualifications and curricula in the future.  

This pattern of governance of TVET is both complex and highly diversified. Hence 

the significance of the finding from the ILO case study that one of the most 

frequently cited reasons given by those interviewed for the limited success of 

NVQFs in achieving their goals was the absence of agreement and communication 

between government Departments with overlapping responsibilities. This suggests 

that the Prime Minister‖s National Council on Skills Development and the 

National Skills Development Coordination Board need to consider the issue of the 

governance of TVET provision in India as part of the reforms needed to address the 

issue of progression.  

It is important to remember that an NVQF is never just ‘another policy’. It is part 

of a new approach to the whole TVET system, its relationship to the different 

employment sectors and the role of different stakeholders in the system.  If this is 

not recognised, a NVQF runs the risk of becoming ―just another policy‖ (ie: 

something that just complicates the system further, as in South Africa and Mexico, 

instead of reducing complexity). One of the first decisions to be taken, then, is 

whether an NVQF will be seen as the main vehicle for coordinating TVET 

provision, or whether this coordination is seen as a wider issue of governance of 

which the NVQF is only a part 

 

Key Decision 1: 

Should India consider the NVQF as the means by which coordination of 

TVET and skills development will be improved or, will improved 

coordination be achieved by separately strengthening the whole 

system of coordination.  

Recommendation 1:  

To support effective development and implementation of the NVQF, 

India should ensure that the overall coordination of the entire TVET and 

skills development system is strengthened. 

 

Well articulated pathways for students between TVET programs in secondary 

schools, ITIs, ITCs, and MES and between these programs and higher level courses 

offered in Polytechnics, Colleges of Engineering and other HE institutions are a 
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crucial condition for improving progression opportunities. However, to increase 

the numbers of students passing through well-articulated pathways depends on 

more than a framework and the mapping of possible routes. It depends on an 

appropriately designed curriculum, well qualified teachers and assessors of specialist 

vocational subjects and careers advisory staff  to encourage, guide and support 

student  aspirations, if the numbers actually achieving their destination are to be 

maximised. At present many TVET programmes operate as dead ends leading 

nowhere. It is this problem that a NVQF offers the possibility of addressing, but 

only as part of a broader strategy 

The question of course prerequisites for higher level courses and whether they are 

appropriate or  over restrictive is an issue which needs specific attention, both in 

terms of how the framework is designed and the necessary professional 

development of teachers; it is likely to be of more concern in some sectors than 

others. An overall review of existing entry requirements could be part of the initial 

mapping exercise that we recommend.  

We recognise that all countries have diversity in their education and training 

systems as a consequence of their historical development. It is inevitable therefore 

that a country the size of India will have a highly complex and not always co-

ordinated array of provision. Furthermore, countries which have tried to ensure 

that all provision fits into a centrally designed system, like South Africa, have 

found that they run the risk of stifling the responsiveness of many community and 

NGO-based providers, and have in some cases have reduced the amount of 

provision available to learners. By looking to develop a more centralised system, 

government and regulators in India will need to ensure they don‖t stifle the 

responsiveness of providers, as was the case in South Africa.  

Some other key aspects of the progression/pathway issue are now explored further  

For those students in India who move from secondary education to university and 

who aim to enter a profession, pathways and entry criteria are well known, have a 

long history and substantial institutional support. In recent decades however, the 

numbers of vocational and technical qualifications and the institutions providing 

them have expanded fast, but with no clear progression pathways, with relatively 

little support and a lack of clear and appropriate entrance requirements. These 

problems are exacerbated in a number ways. For example: 

- lower level courses, especially those that are solely based on outcomes, rarely  

provide students with access to the knowledge that they need either to gain 

entry to higher level programmes or to cope successfully with such courses if 

they are admitted;  

- qualifications at the full range of levels are only available for some occupations 

and sectors; 

- there are no clearly agreed admissions criteria for students wishing to progress 

from an MES program to an ITI, ITC, or from a school vocational programme 

to a polytechnic. 

These factors have influenced the poor progression possibilities for students in a 

range of pathways and were frequently referred to in our discussions with 

stakeholders and Government Departments. For example: 
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- MES to ITI and ITC; 

- non-formal short courses to ITI and ITC; 

- ITC to ITI; 

- ITI and ITC to Polytechnic; 

- non-accredited industry programs to ITI, Polytechnics and Engineering 

Colleges; 

- TVET in schools to ITI and ITC; 

- TVET in schools to Polytechnic; 

- Polytechnic to Engineering College; and 

- ITI and ITC to Engineering College. 

A clear vertical framework including all TVET qualifications offers at least part of a 

solution for improving progression opportunities - hence, no doubt, the enthusiasm 

for NVQFs globally. What undoubtedly true is that without a single framework 

which clearly demonstrates relationships between different qualifications at 

different levels, progression opportunities will be unevenly distributed across 

different education and occupational sectors and levels. At the same time, it is 

important to recognize that a vertical framework is not a ladder which anyone can 

climb once the rungs are in place. Locating all qualifications on a single framework 

is only one part of a solution to improving progression.   

The following sections of this Report explore the range of issues that framework 

designers in India will need to consider and the key decisions that they will have to 

take. In most countries, these issues, crucial to the aims of NVQFs, have not been 

considered by policy makers prior to the design and implementation of an 

NQF/NVQF.  

3. OPTIONS FOR THE DESIGN AND 

IMPLEMENTATION OF A NVQF 

The experience, especially of New Zealand, South Africa and the UK, is that 

introducing an outcomes-based NVQF involves substantial changes on the part of 

all stakeholders, the implications of which have rarely been thought through. If 

such a change is undertaken quickly and with limited consultation with key 

stakeholders, it will inevitably lead to opposition, resistance and confusion- or as in 

some countries, to little more than ritual compliance. Those countries which 

adopted what might be called a ―big bang‖ approach were forced to carry out 

expensive reviews with the consequent waste of resources. Other countries, such as 

Botswana and Mauritius, which have introduced an outcomes-based NVQF (either 

on its own, in the case of Botswana, or as part of a broader NQF, in the case of 

Mauritius) have found that the new qualifications in the framework have simply 

been largely ignored, and provision has continued to be based on old vocational 

qualifications either as a result of inadequate discussions with stakeholders (as in the 

case of UKs NVQs), or because other necessary and supporting reforms had been 

neglected, or because educational institutions did not understand or believe in the 

new qualifications, or, importantly, because employers have, in many instances, 

had more trust in existing qualifications. 
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It is vital therefore that implementation is seen as an iterative learning process that 

takes place over time, builds in feedback from the beginning and is complemented 

by supporting strategies that build the capacity of TVET institutions and their 

workforce. While the decisions listed below are primarily government 

responsibilities, it will be useful to involve other stakeholders from the earliest 

stages, both to ensure their active support, and that to guarantee that a framework 

is developed that is well understood and meets their needs.  

Key Decision 2: 

How should the design and implementation begin, following 

consideration of the background issues (listed above)? There are two 

possibilities: (i) mapping existing qualifications, or (ii) developing an 

initial design to indicate future desired qualifications? 

Recommendation 2:  

Our recommendation is to start by mapping existing qualifications as 

part of a single system. 

 

The process of attempting to map out all existing qualifications, pre-requisites, 

pathways and provision will be a useful one for government and other 

stakeholders. Starting from existing provision, it will be possible to gain a clear 

sense of where problems, gaps, and obstacles are. Frameworks which start from 

future visions tend not to realize those intricacies, amongst other reasons because 

they underestimate the difficulties in actually achieving the future vision. On the 

other hand, it is necessary to have a vision of the future that is not about 

qualifications per se but in terms of the purposes of the Indian TVET system as a 

whole and what it is trying to achieve. 

This, then, leads to the next strategic issue: from the map of existing qualifications, 

should the government treat the map as a loose provisional framework or a pre-

design a framework prior to implementation?  

A PROVISIONAL OR PRE-DESIGNED FRAMEWORK? 

The next implementation issue that needs to be considered is whether the design of 

the NVQF is undertaken separately from, and prior to implementation. We refer 

to this as a ―pre-designed framework‖ which involves initial agreements on levels, 

fields, definitions of types of qualifications etc. The alternative is a loose 

―provisional framework‖ in which levels and types of qualifications etc are merely 

suggestions which are then explored in relation to different occupations and 

sectors. Such a ―provisional framework‖ could start from the map of existing 

qualifications described above, and then be modified so that a more stable 

framework that had maximum active support from stakeholders gradually 

developed over time. This kind of incremental strategy has political disadvantages 

as it does not produce a quick solution. On the other hand, the sort of changes 

associated with an NVQF involve much re-thinking of attitudes and practices 

among everyone involved and so should not be rushed if they are to have 

productive consequences and have a real impact on learner progression.  
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Key Decision 3:  

Will India commence with a provisional or pre-designed framework? 

Recommendation 3:  

Our recommendation is to begin with a provisional framework.  

 

This approach enables the design stage to begin quickly and take place concurrently 

with the various other policy changes being introduced, as well as ensuring that all 

stakeholders are actively involved. If government chooses to design a framework 

up-front, and then proceed with implementation, we would stress the need for 

flexibility, and openness to change and revision.   

A PARTIAL OR COMPREHENSIVE FRAMEWORK? 

The second key implementation decision is whether the design begins with a 

comprehensive framework for all TVET programs, or involves beginning with one 

or more occupational sectors or levels (a partial framework) and over time extends 

this experience to create a more comprehensive framework.  

The ILO research found most evidence of success in specific sectors of economies 

across countries, where sectoral frameworks of qualifications could be designed in 

line with needs of specific sectors, and accommodating employers‖ skills needs and 

employees‖ desire for career progression. One advantage of this approach is that it 

allows some flexibility for different logics to apply in different sectors, and for 

specific interventions to be targeted. It also allows government to target sectors 

which are seen as key for economic development and enables them to build on 

areas which are more likely to be successful and thus develop examples of good 

practice.   

Given the experiences of other countries, and recognising that the current approach 

to the establishing Sector Skills Councils (SSC) in India is incremental, beginning 

with a limited number of sectors would appear to be consistent with developing a 

partial framework for sectors in which Sector Skills Councils have been established.  

 

 

Key Decision 4:  

Will India start with a partial or comprehensive framework?  

Recommendation 4:  

Our recommendation is to start with a partial framework.  

 

This type of approach will allow designers and stakeholders to work with existing 

provision, and also will allow the targeting of sectors which are key for economic 
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or social reasons and in which key stakeholders have some prior experience of 

collaboration.  

A LOOSE OR TIGHT FRAMEWORK? 

The international literature points to a relatively common model of an 

NVQF/NQF based on 6-10 levels defined by level descriptors expressed in terms of 

learning outcomes. However, in reality NVQFs/NQFs are nothing like as similar 

as the published documents suggest and any country has important design decisions 

to make about the kind of framework they are going to have.   

The broadest distinctions are between ―loose‖ and ―tight‖ frameworks and between 

―partial‖ and ―comprehensive‖ frameworks; the former referring to the structure and 

the latter to the coverage of the framework. The diagram below represents the 

possible Types of Framework.  

Structure    

 

Coverage 

Loose Tight 

Consensus or 

Regulation based 

Consensus-based Regulation-based 

Partial  

 

 

Type 1 

1a (incomplete) 

1b (complete) 

Type 2 Type 3 

Comprehensive Type 4 Type 5 Type 6 

 

The starting point for most countries, including India, will typically be a Type 1a 

framework, where there is a diverse range of un-linked (and largely non-

comparable) qualifications that cover some sectors and some levels and not others. 

Such a system is incomplete in that some sectors and some levels have no 

qualifications, and it is loose both in the sense that not all qualifications cover a 

similar range of levels and levels may be specified differently. It may also be that 

the criteria for obtaining some qualifications are loosely defined and the outcomes 

they deliver under-specified. In such systems the pathways between qualifications 

and institutions are likely to be limited and as a result, many programmes become 

cul de sacs offering no progression.   

Any reform of such a system is likely to involve an attempt to increase both 

structure (moving from a Type 1 to a Type 2 or a Type 3 framework) and coverage 

(moving from a Type 1 to a Type 4 framework).  The first phase of countries 

introducing a NQF moved from a Type 1 to a Type 5 framework (Scotland and 

Ireland) or from a Type 1 to Type 6 framework (SA, NZ, UK) or a strategy 

somewhere in between (Australia).  

Both ―loose‖ and ―tight‖ frameworks have disadvantages. The move from a Type 1 

to a Type 6 framework involves a top down approach which is likely to require 

substantial financial resources and may require legislation. It aims to introduce 
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more coherence by requiring all stakeholders to adopt the same rules about 

qualifications and levels. These rules could in principle be the basis of pathways 

supporting progression. However strategies that have attempted to treat a 

framework as a rule-governed system rather than as a set of guidelines to be 

interpreted by the different stakeholders have all faced difficulties. The ILO study 

suggests that such a strategy is likely to lead to resistance, uneven adoption, and the 

potential for collapse and the need for re-design. This is not to suggest that rules are 

incompatible with a successful NVQF, but that they should be derived from and 

represent the agreement of stakeholders. 

Whilst moving from a Type 1 to a Type 5 framework might avoid such problems, 

where this was tried, as in Scotland, it was possible because there was an existing 

consensus within a relatively small policy and practitioner community. In that case, 

only relatively modest ―consensus building‖ measures (for example, new forms of 

professional development) were necessary. What was achieved was a wider 

awareness of qualifications obtained in different educational sectors among different 

educational providers. This was a potential benefit both as a condition for 

progression between educational sectors, and for the more difficult but crucial step 

of improving the active participation of employers.  

Moving from a Type 1 to a Type 6 Framework in a large and far more diversified 

society such as India would require extensive ―consensus building‖ measures which 

could be prohibitively costly. Furthermore, in a country where TVET provision is 

relatively weak and employer involvement limited, strategies for involving 

employers must be introduced in parallel with developing a framework. 

Key Decision 5: 

Should India begin by introducing a loose or tight framework? 

Recommendation 5: 

Our recommendation is that the NVQF starts as a loose, partial 

qualification framework based on consensus which can then be 

modified in light of experience. 

THE HORIZONTAL AXIS OF AN NVQF 

There are two sets of decisions that need to be made in developing the horizontal 

axis of an NVQF: 

Should qualifications be classified by type, or by occupational field? 
Qualifications can be classified according to type (e.g. academic or 

technical/vocational) or occupational field (financial services, engineering, tourism 

etc). Classifying qualifications according to type is the simplest method of 

developing an initial framework and requires fewest changes to existing 

qualifications. It is useful as it highlights the parts of the existing system where 

there are no qualifications and where missing links are most obvious. It may 

therefore be the best way to begin designing a framework as a basis for developing 

more precise classifications later. The Australian NQF and earlier versions of 
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English NQF adopted this approach. A typical classification is between school, 

vocational, and higher education qualifications, although many countries further 

distinguish between different types of vocational qualifications (for example 

between technical, occupational, and general vocational; in some countries, 

workplace-based qualifications like apprenticeships are also distinguished from 

those that are school or college-based). An NVQF based on broad types of 

qualification, which offer limited possibilities for improving progression, is 

relatively easily extended to classifying qualifications according to occupational 

field or industry sector. This offers the possibility of identifying common elements 

in different qualifications and hence encouraging the possibility of learners moving 

between qualifications and taking some ―credit‖ with them, at least within the same 

occupational cluster or industry sector. On the other hand it can lead to debates 

about which field an occupation is located that may frustrate improvements to 

progression.  

Key Decision 6:  

Should an Indian NVQF classify qualifications by type, by 

occupational field or both? 

Recommendation 6:  

Our recommendation is to approach the classification of 

qualifications both in terms of type and broad occupational fields 
 

When the Sector Skills Councils (SSC) in India are fully established there will be 

25-30 and this number is far too large to be the basis of the horizontal axis of the 

framework. We considered the possibility of a framework not having a horizontal 

axis – making it more like a single sector framework. However, this would in 

effect, make horizontal boundaries implicit and not explicit and so be unlikely to 

encourage ―horizontal progression between different providers, technical 

specialisations and different jobs. Hence our recommendation that qualifications be 

classified both in terms of type and broad occupational field.  

Are whole qualifications or parts of qualifications (units) located on the 

framework? 
Frameworks differ according to whether they locate ―whole qualifications‖ or part 

qualifications (referred to in different countries as units, unit standards or 

statements of attainment) on the framework. NQF designers in South Africa, New 

Zealand and the UK initially opted for locating individual units on the framework 

as well as whole qualifications. The hope of designers was that this would introduce 

greater flexibility for both learners and key potential users such as employers and 

enable students to gain confidence by acquiring small bits of assessed learning, 

which they could later put together towards a qualification. However this approach 

makes assumptions that the process of gaining qualifications can be represented as 

accumulating separate ―bit of assessed learning‖ rather ―becoming qualified‖ as a 

development process over time.  It shifts the balance towards the goals of 

flexibility, portability and transferability and away from the more linear process of 

acquiring knowledge and skills over time. The evidence on the whole is that, except 
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within specific educational sectors such as higher education (where relatively large 

―modules‖ are in widespread use as a basis for credit accumulation towards degrees), 

―whole qualifications‖ are more valued by employers and by those involved in 

accepting students for higher level programmes than those achieved by 

accumulating small assessed  ―units‖ of learning. However, a benefit of recognizing 

part-qualifications that is pertinent to India is that it could provide a mechanism for 

those who have undertaken informal TVET programs (which are typically of a 

short duration), to gain accreditation and enter a pathway within the formal 

framework. Our experience, and the evidence, certainly in the UK, is that 

accrediting ―part qualifications‖, can fragment learning and does not necessarily 

support progression particularly for those taking lower level courses.  

Key Decision 7:  

Should a NVQF for India be comprised of whole qualifications, part 

qualifications (such as units), or both? 

Recommendation 7:  

Our recommendation is that the NVQF in India should be based on 

whole qualifications. 

 
There is some international evidence that offering students and other users 

opportunities to be accredited for small elements of learning increases participation. 

However, what is far less certain is whether this widening of participation becomes 

the basis for progression. Furthermore, accrediting ―bite sized chunks‖ of learning 

can inhibit progression unless it is combined with summative forms of assessment. 

This does not mean that there should be no possibilities for credit accumulation; 

students should have the opportunity to accumulate accredited learning based on 

specific subjects, courses, or programmes, without it being necessary for these to be 

registered as part qualifications on the NVQF.  

THE VERTICAL AXIS OF AN NVQF (I): OPTIONS FOR DEFINING 

LEVELS 

Option A:  An ‘informal ranking‘approach to levels   
Option 1 is based on a relatively un-prescriptive informal approach where 

qualifications are loosely ranked in terms of current hierarchies (certificates below 

diplomas and diplomas below degrees). Within the less restricted field that a NVQF 

applies, it may be possible to introduce greater prescription. It would enable a map 

to be developed so that qualifications of different types and sectors can be aligned 

and ascribed a level. It does not address the more difficult issue of improving 

progression either horizontally or vertically. The research evidence suggests that 

there is little movement between the TVET (TAFE) sector and universities in 

Australia. However, rather than being a consequence of the framework itself, this 

might be better explained as a consequence of the different curriculum models 

associated with the TVET and university sectors, by the conceptual weaknesses of 

TVET programmes, or by the inappropriate ―conservatism‖ of certain professions 
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and higher education institutions. On the other hand, most TVET frameworks are 

based on learning outcomes, separated from learning inputs, which may negatively 

affect their curriculum model and conceptual strength of programmes, particularly 

those at higher levels.   

Option B: A formal approach to level descriptors 
This Option involves developing a formal system of level descriptors expressed in 

terms of learning outcomes which are then used to rank qualifications on a single 

vertical axis. The level descriptors then become an instrument for those designing, 

developing and using qualifications. The methodology for developing level 

descriptors is similar to that used by educational psychologists developing attitude 

scales (often known as Likert scales). It relies on a implicit consensus that if 

learning outcomes can be ranked and expressed as a general set of levels using an 

agreed common language that is independent of specific contexts, occupational field 

or industry sector. The ILO research reported that although ―in practice‖ these 

outcome based level descriptors are invariably part of NQFs, they are little used. 

They are attractive to policy makers because they appear ―objective‖ and so, in 

theory, can not only be used independently from the contexts of learning and 

performance, but also independently of the cultural context in which they were 

originally developed (eg: the Scottish SCQF level descriptors have been adopted by 

the Maldives and those developed in New Zealand by Sri Lanka)  

However the level descriptor approach makes enormous assumptions about 

similarities across education and industry sectors and cultures, and in the end 

reflects existing implicit assumptions of stakeholders about ranking that are a 

feature of any society. At most, formal level descriptors can be used as general 

guidelines for curriculum developers and as a means by which recruiters can 

establish greater trust in qualifications with which they are unfamiliar.  

Option C: A qualification framework without levels 
A framework of qualifications does not have to be based on levels. It could simply 

be a diagrammatic representation of qualifications, showing where there are and 

where there are not pathways from some qualifications to others. One difficulty 

with this approach is that, particularly where there is a large diversity of provision 

on offer, the diagrams involved can become extremely complex and unwieldy. 

However, experience in many countries suggests that the idea of levels can be 

misleading, and can have undesired consequences—such as learners not wanting to 

enroll for qualifications at lower levels which do not show vertical progression up 

the framework. Further, a map of this kind can provide the starting point for the 

development of the vertical and horizontal axes of a framework, as suggested above. 

Broad qualification types can be used instead of attempting to classify each 

individual qualification.   

Option D: A negotiated approach to levels  
This approach recognizes that there is little point in a formal attempt to define 

levels unless they have some link with experience of those involved (for example, 

the existing assumptions about links between qualifications at different levels and 

occupations in a particular industrial sector). If the levels do not have some explicit 

basis in how stakeholders rank and make judgments about what people know and 

can do, they are unlikely to be trusted or used as a basis for improving progression 
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opportunities. Experience of other countries suggests that where levels are pre-

determined, there are often long and invariably unproductive debates about fitting 

qualifications to levels. Furthermore, a negotiated approach allows for a strategy 

that starts with existing qualifications, and gradually brings them into more 

coherent relationships with each other and an agreed set of loosely specified levels, 

not only by redesign and specification, but by strengthening curricula and 

improving approaches to pedagogy and assessment.   

Key Decision 8:  

Which option should India take to establish the vertical axis of the 

NVQF:  

A. An informal ‘ranking’ approach; 

B. A formal ‘level descriptors’ approach;  

C. A qualification map without levels; or 

D. A negotiated approach to qualification levels? 

Recommendation 8:  

Our recommendation is for option (d), whereby the vertical axis on the 

NVQF is determined through a developmental approach to 

determining levels that begin with ‘informal ranking’ to establish 

broadly based levels across sectors that are established by agreement 

rather than by an attempt to specify level descriptors from the outset 
 

Level descriptors always have to rely on existing understanding, implicitly or 

explicitly; they cannot be ―context free‖ like measures of height or weight. It is far 

more likely that a reliable set of levels will be developed if it is based on existing 

understandings of the relationships between different programs, rather than 

expecting users to apply generic levels to particular cases, and therby allowing 

existing understandings to influence judgements implicitly. Some kind of hierarchy 

of levels will be a feature of all qualification systems. Whether or not progression 

within such a hierarchy might be facilitated by a formal set of levels defined by 

descriptors expressed as outcomes is an issue that will need to be returned to after 

the initial framework has been agreed and introduced. 

3.6 THE VERTICAL AXIS OF AN NVQF (II): DETERMINING THE 

CRITERIA AND NUMBER OF LEVELS IN THE FRAMEWORK 

Bringing all TVET qualifications into a common level-based framework involves 

agreeing on (a) the criteria for distinguishing levels and (b) the number of levels in 

the framework. Most frameworks develop a generic ranking system based on 

occupation-related criteria such as ―responsibility for others‖ and ―abstractness of the 

required skill/knowledge‖. However such criteria do not apply in the same way in 

different sectors and occupations so it makes sense to treat any criteria as guidelines 
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rather than as prescriptions. With regard to the number of levels, the most 

straightforward approach is to start with the existing informal rankings of 

qualifications in current use and compare these with those used in other countries 

as there are only small differences in the number of levels used by different national 

frameworks.  

Key Decision 9:  

Should the levels of qualifications in the TVET Framework be based on 

an agreed occupational hierarchy or on general criterion that 

distinguish levels of skill, knowledge and responsibility as the basis for 

classifying all occupations? 

Recommendation 9:  

We recommend that the criteria for qualification levels be determined 

after the detailed mapping of existing programs and qualifications 

has been completed and that they should be treated as broad 

guidelines rather than as prescriptions.   

Key Decision 10:  

How many levels should be established? 

Recommendation 10: 

Our view is that there are no principled reasons for opting for a given 

number of levels and that the final number of levels should emerge 

from the mapping recommended above.  
 

We do not make a specific recommendation for the number of levels in the 

framework, although on the basis of international experience NQFs tend to have 8-

12 levels and a NVQF between 5-8. Two factors will influence the decision. The 

first relates to existing distinctions (e.g those between craftspeople and technicians 

and between what is taken to be skilled, semi-skilled and un-skilled work) and the 

second, which is the relative importance of benchmarking qualification levels 

against those widely used internationally.  

4. A BOTTOM-UP OR TOP-DOWN APPROACH TO 

DESIGN?  

Most NVQFs have been designed by first developing qualifications at the lowest 

levels of the framework and moving upwards. This is understandable for two 

reasons. Firstly there are invariably political imperatives to establish qualifications 

for those, who although at present unqualified, may have skills that can be 

accredited. Secondly, international experience suggests that resistance to 

establishing a outcomes-based framework is far greater among those responsible for 

higher level and well established qualifications. One consequence, in the case of the 
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UK‖s NVQF, was that very few higher-level qualifications were developed with 

even fewer people achieving them.  

As a contrasting example, the NQF regarded by many as the most successful, the 

Scottish SCQF, was led by the universities; this gave the whole framework a status 

among stakeholders that is lacking in some other countries.  

Our conclusion is it makes sense to begin with qualifications at the higher levels 

where professional bodies can be directly involved – those leading to polytechnics 

and colleges of engineering in India – and move downwards. Where there are no 

professional bodies, government may need to work more actively in developing 

alternative strategies which make sense in different sectors. This could include 

working with recognised subject matter experts, employers, and trade unions. This 

is more likely to ensure progression as the knowledge and skills required by higher-

level programs can inform the design of lower level programs. This will be the best 

possible strategy for ensuring that people can move from lower levels to higher 

levels, and thus avoid what has happened in a number of countries, where new 

TVET qualifications have established new cul de sacs. It can also be a way of 

ensuring that there are no unfair pre-requisites for courses or programmes, but, at 

the same time, that learners acquire knowledge and skills in lower level 

qualifications which prepare them to succeed at higher levels.  

Key Decision 11:  

Will India adopt a top down or a bottom up approach to the design 

and delivery of a NVQF?  

Recommendation 11:  

Our recommendation is for a top down approach to the design and 

development of individual NVQF credentials  

Outcomes and inputs  

Much of the literature on NVQFs/NQFs implies that such frameworks are based 

on learning outcomes (or competences) and that these outcomes can be (and are) 

clearly separated from the inputs of learning. Many reports go further than this and 

suggest that a global ―shift to learning outcomes‖ can be identified. The arguments 

in favour of separating ―outcomes‖ from ―inputs‖ are that:  

- it is more straightforward to locate outcomes-based qualifications on a single 

framework; 

- qualifications expressed in terms of learning outcomes, in theory, present more 

choices to both learners and other users; 

- outcomes can be more easily linked to government policies; and 

- outcomes can be used to accredit non-formal, informal and experiential 

learning. 

However a number of problems have arisen with the introduction of outcomes-

based NVQFs and NQFs, in their role in accrediting experiential learning, in the 

guidance that outcomes or competencies give to teachers, as an instrument for 
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driving curriculum reform and as being a basis for improving progression. We 

summarize these arguments in terms of the following points:  

- Outcomes-based frameworks cannot on their own lead to a significant 

expansion in the accreditation of informal learning as this requires training 

and/or assessment organisations, and other existing institutions, to make such 

assessments available and have the trained staff to do so.  One way around this 

is to have the same assessment procedures for accreditation of informal learning 

as for formal learning—in other words, to have no prerequisites for assessment. 

This may work well in some instances—like tests for particular trades and 

crafts. A challenge is that in many instances learners who want their prior 

learning accredited need much support in this process. It is also in some cases 

difficult to remove all requirements for course attendance, particularly where 

knowledge acquisition is important, such as for higher-level qualifications. This 

issue is explored in more detail below.  

- Outcomes-based frameworks tend to assume that informal (non-school or 

college) and formal learning can be equated in terms of a single set of criteria. 

However this inevitably under-values the distinctive qualities of both types of 

learning. Informal learning is a resource for learners and can support their 

progression to higher level programmes. However, in most cases this involves 

recognizing the learner‖s experiential learning, not accrediting it for a full 

qualification.  It is the view of the authors that experiential learning is, in other 

words, better used as a resource for progression linked to institution-based  

―access programmes‖ designed to offer alternative routes to higher-level courses 

or if it generates evidence that learners can meet the entry requirements of 

higher level programs without further study. 

- Research on learning suggests that what can be learned in a formal education 

setting is qualitatively different from what can be learned informally from 

experience and from most workplaces. Furthermore, workplaces, like 

institutions, vary considerably in the nature and quality of experiences they 

offer for learning. Learning undertaken in workplaces is often important in the 

specific context of that workplace, but not necessarily as a transferable basis for 

progression (even if accredited).  

- It is not clear that the costs of accrediting informal learning are balanced by the 

benefits.  

- In practice, most qualifications, and by implication most qualification 

frameworks, assume some specification of participation in taught programmes 

offered by institutions. All qualifications represent the ―outcome‖ of a learning 

programme, and they all have, to varying degrees, some sense that a learner is 

being qualified for something. It could be said, then, that all qualifications have 

some input and some outcome aspects. However by claiming to be outcome-

based or competence-based, and that outcomes can be separated from ―inputs‖, 

the ―inputs‖ are often inappropriately specified and this can lead to under-

emphasising the contribution of teachers in specialist fields of knowledge. 

- Emphasising the outcomes basis of a NVQF can lead to a devaluing of the role 

of institutions and lead to a neglect of institution building, ironically making it 

less likely that the outcomes will in fact be achieved.  
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Like competency based training (CBT) approaches, outcomes-based NVQFs rely 

on the similar principle of specifying learning objectives in advance.  The former 

are widely supported internationally, especially for the delivery of TVET. 

However there is limited specific empirical evidence supporting some of the claims 

made for them. They rely on two major assumptions:  

- i) that it is possible to make reliable judgments about a person‖s capabilities by 

observing their performance and that it is possible to infer from that 

performance that the person has relevant knowledge; and 

- ii) that workplace performance can be used as the key criterion for developing a 

curriculum for off-site learning in an institution. 

Both assumptions have been seriously questioned ―in practice‖, as is the case of the 

UK‖s NVQ system (see the ILO case study). In contrast, the most successful TVET 

systems, including the Germany system, adopt a more holistic ―occupational‖ 

approach to competence rather than an atomistic ―task‖ approach which has 

occurred in some countries. The German, and other successful TVET systems, 

recognize that quality outcomes only depend in part on assessment of performance 

and that more significantly, they rely on the quality of provision and the 

partnerships between employers, the state, trade unions and TVET providers. For 

example, in the German dual system of TVET, it is the employers (represented by 

the Chambers of Commerce and Industry) who set the examinations at the end of 

apprenticeships 

One weakness of the language of ―outcomes‖, is that it struggles to specify higher 

level tasks and thus can only partially inform teaching and learning at higher levels.  

What is important is:  

- developing a consensus on standards, at industry, national, or institutional 

levels,  

- deciding on the locus of curriculum development (this may be different for 

different sectors and different levels of education—for example, nationally 

developed curricula may be necessary or useful in some areas, or at some levels, 

and not at others); 

- ensuring that curricula which specify the appropriate knowledge and skills are 

developed; 

- ensuring that strong institutions exist that can offer these curricula; 

- ensuring that there are credible assessment mechanisms (including external 

assessment); and 

- ensuring that there are mechanisms for monitoring and the development of 

standards and assessment systems 

In some countries, implementation of outcomes-based qualification frameworks, 

and CBT models have taken these issues for granted and assumed that as long as 

outcomes are ―correctly‖ specified, ―the rest will follow‖ ie: that the existence of an 

outcomes-based NVQF will somehow itself  enable the development of curricula, 

institutions, and assessment. International experience indicates this is clearly not 

the case.   
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Outcomes-based frameworks and progression 

On their own, outcomes and outcomes-based frameworks are primarily tools 

focused at recording what a learner can do. Unless delivered through well designed 

programs, they cannot support learners to progress to higher-level programmes 

because the knowledge recognised as being important for progressing in a particular 

occupation is often not adequately specified. Although the evidence is not clear, 

this may be one explanation for why few learners reach the higher levels of 

outcomes or competency-based frameworks and that many of the qualifications 

obtained in such systems cluster around the lower levels.  It may also be explained 

by the fact that outcomes-based or competence-based frameworks are essentially 

―assessment frameworks‖ that rely on parallel quality assurance systems to 

guarantee the quality of learning processes and programmes. Assessments of 

performance on their own cannot specify what someone knows or might do in a 

new situation.  

Outcomes-based frameworks have limitations in how they can specify the 

knowledge that many types of performance rely on and that may be crucial to 

progression to higher levels. However, it should be noted that the challenge of 

identifying relevant knowledge also exists in traditional curriculum development 

models. Whereas performance on its own can be observed and assessed, using this 

as the only source of evidence that a person is competent can only be reliably 

applied to a very limited range of manual operations. If competence is defined 

broadly enough to include knowledge and attributes, then these elements have to 

be assessed in relation to a curriculum or a structured program of learning. If an 

outcomes or competency based NVQF is to be the basis for students to progress 

(eg: from a school-based TVET programme to a Polytechnic), the outcomes must 

be complemented or include the necessary ―inputs‖ ie: the knowledge that a learner 

needs to acquire if he/she is to move beyond his/her existing levels of performance. 

―Inputs‖ here relate to the specialist knowledge associated with particular sectors or 

occupations. In the case of India this points to the crucial role of Polytechnic 

teachers and members of professions in designing the school TVET curriculum. 

The integral role of professional expertise in acting as a guarantor of the quality of 

lower level qualifications is an issue that has been ignored in the development of 

most competency-based models that are limited to the specification of outcomes.  

 

Key Decisions 12:  

Will India choose to have (a) an outcomes-based NVQF or (b) a 

framework that combines outcomes and inputs? 

Recommendation 12:  

Our recommendation is that the NVQF in India combines the 

specification of outcomes related to performance and inputs 

specifying specialist knowledge to be delivered through curricula 

agreed by key stakeholders   
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There can be no one-size-fits-all approach that should apply to all qualifications on 

the proposed NVQF. On the basis of research in a number of countries, we advise 

against adopting a NVQF based solely on outcomes or assuming that such a NVQF 

can on its own be the basis of specifying a curriculum. Learning programmes 

offering progression possibilities need knowledge which is specified separately from 

performance and draws on the specialist knowledge of the professional bodies 

associated with different occupational sectors. This does not mean that the NVQF 

should not specify learning outcomes. It is the view of the authors that they should 

be treated as guides to the skills needed and performances expected and not as 

actual criteria for assessing performance. It is possible to specify ―knowledge 

outcomes‖ – for example “understands Ohm‖s Laws‖; it is however quite a different 

matter to specify how Ohm‖s Law might be part of a physics curriculum.  

Those involved in designing the NVQF will need to consider the following key 

questions that arise from Recommendation 9:  

- How will outcomes be (a) specified, and (b) assessed?  

- Who will be involved in the assessment of outcomes?  

- How will the knowledge-based inputs be specified?  Through outcome 

statements, knowledge units, underpinning knowledge statements or through 

syllabuses?  

- Who will be involved in developing the syllabuses? To what extent will they be 

centralized? 

- How will the knowledge-based inputs be assessed? By end-of-course written 

examinations? By continuous written assessment or by question banks?  

- Who will be involved in the assessment of knowledge? and 

- What kinds of teacher training and lecturer development programmes will be 

implemented?  

Addressing these questions in relation to different types of TVET qualifications at 

different levels will be one of the most important continuing processes central to 

the development of the NVQF in India.    

It needs to be emphasized as strongly as possible that the professions, university 

teachers and researchers associated with different sectors and their specialist 

knowledge need to be involved, even in the design of qualifications at lower levels 

of the framework. It is this involvement of members of specialist professions that is 

most likely to ensure the quality of lower level courses and improve the possibility 

of progression for those in them (see ILO study on NVQs in England). 

Furthermore, this strategy is consistent with the role of the new Sector Skills 

Councils being established in India. There is however, much to learn from the 

uneven record of such bodies in other countries (eg. Sector Education and Training 

Authorities (SETAs) in South Africa and Sector Skills Councils (SSCs) in the UK). 

The SSC‖s in the UK are at least the fourth attempt to establish such sectoral 

bodies; previous attempts have failed repeatedly through lack of employer interest 

in at least some of the sectors.  

A major challenge that India is likely to face in developing its NVQF will be 

developing trusted and valued qualifications in those expanding manufacturing and 

service sectors, like hospitality and retail,  that are currently dominated by low skill 
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work and have no past tradition of apprenticeships or employees  gaining 

qualifications.  

The problem of low skill/low wage work is not primarily a qualification problem. 

If companies are able to make profits by employing low skill workers on low 

wages, and if the current organization of work is such that technically skilled 

workers are not needed, there will be no immediate or obvious incentive for 

workers to become more ―qualified‖ or for employers to become involved in the 

development of new qualifications. New qualifications can only be responses to and 

catalysts for the up-skilling of work; they cannot generate that up-skilling 

themselves. A test case in India will be how expanding sectors like Retail and 

Hospitality develop. Whether the NVQF can play a role in promoting skill and 

knowledge in these industries will depend largely on whether employers value the 

development of their staff and demand specific credentials for employment in 

specific job roles. Although this is not inevitable, both sectors have de-skilling 

tendencies leading to low wage/low skill work, and low value production. 

Industries adopting a high value product approach will need employees with higher 

levels of skill and knowledge, and an NVQF could play a valuable role in 

supporting the necessary progression pathways. If this does not occur however, 

there will be few incentives for employees to gain qualifications or for managers to 

take their qualifications seriously. 

5. QUALITY ASSURANCE AND MONITORING AND 

EVALUATION 

Monitoring and evaluation are obviously essential features of implementing any 

government policy, and quality assurance has become a dominant approach to 

monitoring and evaluating the delivery and assessment of education and training 

internationally. Any monitoring and evaluation, or quality assurance system, must 

be designed for the specific system it is monitoring and measuring. This report has 

laid out a set of decisions for those involved in designing and implementing the 

Indian NVQF, and it would be inappropriate to propose anything specific 

regarding quality assurance until these decisions have been taken. However we can 

draw on some of the findings from the ILO study, as well as experiences from 

other countries, and raise a few more general issues. Firstly, we discuss the ways in 

which the NVQF can be part of systems of quality assurance of educational 

provision. Secondly, we discuss monitoring and evaluation of the NVQF itself.  

QUALITY ASSURANCE  

In many of the countries reviewed in the ILO study, costly and time consuming 

processes to register and accredit providers of education and training were found to 

deliver mixed results in the absence of strong educational institutions and more 

traditional ways of attempting to ensure quality, such as prescribed syllabuses and 

centrally set assessments. Concerns were expressed about policies which were 

heavily dependent on accreditation because of the capacity of the accrediting 

institutions, and potential bottlenecks in the accreditation processes. In some 
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countries, attempts to create quality assurance and accreditation systems led to 

over-complex governance arrangements, sometimes in contradiction with existing 

systems.  

Some further discussion of quality assurance may be necessary to understand the 

background of the problems experienced in the countries in the study.  

Quality assurance arose with the expansion of education systems and the 

development of training markets that included private training providers. As a 

consequence, concerns emerged that it was no longer possible to rely solely on 

providers to ensure the quality of education and training.  Quality assurance, 

therefore is an attempt to maintain and enhance quality through a separate 

regulatory system. It is important to remember, though, that while independent 

scrutiny, to the extent that it can be afforded, is invaluable, at best what it can do is 

evaluate or comment on quality. It can encourage, but cannot ensure quality. 

―Ensuring‖ quality is not a technical trick or organizational device that can be 

wrenched away from the curriculum, pedagogy and assessment within which it is 

inescapably embedded. This means that any approach to quality has to start from 

existing provision and the institutions in which it is located as well as taking 

account of current proposals for reform.  

While more detailed ideas about quality assurance can be developed at a later stage 

when decisions have been taken about the design of the Indian NVQF, we suggest 

the following pointers for thinking about quality assurance in TVET provision:  

- Quality assurance systems must be carefully designed so that they do not add 

unnecessary bureaucratic burdens to the organisations they are monitoring, and 

that they can justify their requirements through some kind of evidence. They 

must also be alert to the various problems that can exist with different 

approaches to monitoring and improving educational quality, and should never 

assume that it is easy or straightforward to make educational judgements.  

- While public criteria of quality do have a role, and some focus on outcomes is 

important in educational processes, they cannot be the only basis for designing 

education interventions. 

- Any approach to quality has to take account of the diversity of provision that 

exists in vocational education, and cannot be of a monolithic ―one-size fits all‖ 

type. It must encourage the maintenance and extension of the highest standards 

where those already exist without relying too narrowly on one model of quality 

which all others must aspire to, and in terms of which the majority must 

necessarily be found wanting.   

- External assessment may be the most cost-effective mechanism for many 

qualifications.  

- Processes to evaluate the quality of teaching and learning taking place in 

institutions (such as traditional inspectorates in school systems) can play an 

important part in monitoring and improving quality. However, doing this well 

is expensive.  
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MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF THE NVQF 

The ILO research found that most countries did not have well designed, or even 

purpose-designed, monitoring and evaluation systems for their qualifications 

frameworks. This is one of the factors that has made impact of qualifications 

frameworks very difficult to monitor. There was little to be learnt from other 

countries in, for example, developing success indicators. In many cases there were 

indicators developed for separate institutions and parts of the qualifications 

systems. Where qualifications authorities have success indicators, they tend to be 

based on more operational objectives, such as how many qualifications have been 

registered or developed—which can lead to perverse incentives, as large numbers of 

qualifications are designed and registered, in the absence of provision systems. It 

may be that the aims of qualifications frameworks are so embedded in other 

structures and processes that governments and authorities do not envisage separate 

monitoring and evaluation. It is certainly the case that monitoring a policy as 

complex as a qualifications framework, which impinges on so many different 

aspects of complex systems, is inevitably going to be complex. Nonetheless, it is 

crucial for governments to tackle head-on.  

We suggest that once clear decisions have been taken about the purpose, design, and 

implementation process for the NQF, success indicators must be developed in these 

areas, as well as baseline data collected.  

Most crucial will be the process of deciding on a small number of clear and 

measurable indicators, and establishing the location of judgement against these 

indicators. We suggest that a wide range of measurements or processes of 

judgement need to be developed, to ensure expert professional judgement, and 

avoid bureaucratization and perverse incentives developing.  

For each aim of the NVQF, there would need to be activities which would lead to 

the achievement of that aim, indicators of their achievements, processes delineated 

for measuring them, and a clear locus of responsibility for the measurement. This 

will need to include a wide range of sources of information. It may involve adding 

categories or requirements to data that is routinely collected by government bodies 

or educational providers, or it may involve commissioned research. Crucially, there 

needs to be a clear locus of responsibility for collating the information that 

collected.  

For example, if a key aim is articulation within the TVET sector, articulation with 

other sectors of the education and training system, and articulation between TVET 

and the labour market, there is a range of potential sources of information which 

may reflect on the achievement of this aim, including:  

- Annual reports showing growth in qualifications registered, and learners 

enrolled and qualified  

- Enrolment and graduation rates by institutions, field of study, and qualification 

- Annual reports of institutions, collated by government information 

management systems 

- Monitor movement of students between institutions, through annual data 

collated by government information systems 
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- Tracer studies within education and training and between education and 

training and the labour market 

- The inclusion of relevant categories (such as SES information) to data collected 

annually by providers and government information systems 

- The inclusion of RPL numbers in data collected annually by institutions and 

government information systems 

- Qualitative research on RPL practices 

Considerable effort would need to go into the design of indicators, as well as 

developing a broad strategy for measuring them, ensuring that the various 

components of the system collect the right kinds of information, and ensuring that 

responsible authorities are able to collate, synthesize, analyze, and use that 

information in intelligible ways. Considerable capacity will be needed in 

government bodies responsible for the NVQF, if government is going to get 

meaningful evaluations of its progress.   

6. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS, 

DECISION-POINTS, AND STRATEGIC QUESTIONS  

Key decisions We recommend….  

1. Should India consider the NVQF as the 

means by which coordination of TVET and 

skills development will be improved or, will 

improved coordination be achieved by 

separately strengthening the whole system 

of coordination. 

 

To support effective development and 

implementation of the NVQF, India should 

ensure that the overall coordination of the entire 

TVET and skills development system is 

strengthened. 

2. How should the design and implementation 

begin, following consideration of the 

background issues (listed above)? There are 

two possibilities: (i) mapping existing 

qualifications, or (ii) developing an initial 

design to indicate future desired 

qualifications? 

Starting by describing existing qualifications as 

part of a single system. From this improvements 

in clarity and coherence can gradually be 

planned and implemented. 

 

3. Will India commence implementation with 

a provisional or pre-designed framework? 

 

Beginning with a provisional framework. 

 

4. Will India start with a partial or a 

comprehensive framework? 

 

Starting with a partial framework. 

5. Should India begin by introducing a loose 

or tight framework? 

That the NVQF should start as a loose 

qualification framework based on consensus 

which can then be modified and made more 

explicit in light of experience. 

 

 

6. Should an Indian NVQF classify 

qualifications by type, by occupational field 

or both? 

Approach the classification of qualifications in 

terms of both type and broad occupational field 

 

7. Should an Indian NVQF be comprised of That the NVQF in India be based on whole 
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whole qualifications, part qualifications 

(such as units), or both? 

 

qualifications.  

 

8. Which option should India take to establish 

the vertical axis of the NVQF:  

A. An informal ―ranking‖ approach; 

B. A formal set of level descriptors;  

C. A qualification map without levels; or 

D. A developmental approach to levels? 

 

That the vertical axis on the NVQF be 

determined through a developmental approach 

to qualification levels.  

9. Should the number of levels or qualification 

types in the TVET Framework be based on 

an occupational hierarchy or on a general 

criterion that distinguishes levels of skill, 

knowledge and responsibility as the basis 

for classifying all occupations?  

 

That the number of levels or qualification types 

should be determined after the detailed mapping 

of existing programs and qualifications has been 

completed. 

 

10. How many levels should be established? No specific number of levels is recommended. 

The final number of levels should emerge from 

the detailed mapping of qualifications. 

11. Will India adopt a bottom up (beginning 

with the lowest levels and moving up) or 

top down (beginning with the highest levels 

and moving down)? 

 

For a top down approach to the design and 

development  a NVQF  

12. Will India decide to have (a) an outcomes-

based NVQF or (b) a framework that 

combines outcomes and inputs? 

 

That the NVQF in India should combine 

outcomes and inputs. 

 

13. Is it proposed that the Indian NVQF will 

include a Credit Accumulation and Transfer 

system? If so:  

 What plans for professional development to 

support the expansion of credit transfer?  

 How far are existing systems for funding 

institutions consistent with a CAT system? 

 

That developing a CAT system is deferred to a 

later stage. 

 

We further recommend that:  

14. if the Indian government is committed to the introduction of an NVQF, it must be developed 

as part of a broad strategy of TVET reform. 

15. the Indian government should be extremely clear about the specific goals of the NVQF in 

relation to other policies and processes, and it should ensure that stakeholders understand what 

an NQF can and cannot do (stakeholder consultations tend to create ―wish lists‖ of goals, even 

when there is no way that an NVQF is the appropriate policy for achieving them). 

16. an NVQF should be introduced in conjunction with other policies focused on increasing 

quantity and quality of provision in targeted areas. 

17. an NVQF should be introduced in conjunction with other policies focused on improving 

progression, including addressing organizational incoherence and relationships between key 

role players, improving the specialist knowledge and skills of technical teachers and work-based 

trainers, and reviewing and strengthening curricula to ensure that courses do not lead to dead-

ends.  
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These recommendations are based on the experience of the authors researching 

qualifications frameworks in various countries, as well as on the ILO comparative 

study in which they played leading roles. However, more important than the 

content of the recommendations is that the Indian government, as well as key 

stakeholders, carefully consider the questions and decision points suggested here. . 

Policy makers introducing NQFs up to now have been enormously reluctant to 

question the basic assumptions of the approach to design and implementation of 

the models they have decided to adopt. As a consequence, the issues raised here as 

questions have in most cases been taken for granted and there has been a failure to 

recognize that there are crucial choices involved in the design and implementation 

of an NVQF, as well as choices about key policies that need to be introduced at the 

same time. Notwithstanding the limited data on NVQF impact, it is for this reason 

that the research, and the ILO study in particular, has discovered limited evidence 

of positive outcomes resulting from the introduction of an NVQF. If India makes 

the right decisions in implementing the NVQF, it stands a chance of not only of 

making significant improvements in the quality and outcomes of TVET, but also of 

becoming a global leader in the developing world in establishing a high quality 

TVET system, in a similar way to how, in the last century, Germany became a 

world leader for developed countries. This report has tried to articulate as clearly as 

possible the choices and decisions that policy makers implementing a NVQF in 

India have to make; it is up to them what choices they make.  

7. NEXT STEPS 

The most important next step to be taken to ensure the development of an NVQF 

that has a real impact on progression within and from TVET programmes, is to 

take time to seriously consider the questions raised in this report, as well as the key 

decisions that we have identified, and our recommendations. We cannot emphasise 

enough the importance of discussing these questions and issues with the widest 

possible range of stakeholders, including the large number of government 

organisations working under the large number of different ministries delivering 

both formal and informal TVET and skills training. Meetings with representatives 

of national employer bodies will not be enough; it will be crucial to have 

discussions with actual employers as well as education and training providers. The 

substance of this process will obviously need to be determined and driven by the 

Government of India. Some possible steps include: 

STEP 1. The key stakeholders and representatives of government involved in 

TVET participate in the consultations planned and conducted by the World Bank 

and ILO so that the authors can clarify the issues raised, the recommendations 

made and the decisions that are proposed to be taken.   

STEP 2. The key stakeholders and representatives of government involved in the 

coordinating committees associated with NVQF development meet as soon as 

possible after the World Bank / ILO consultations to consider the Report‖s 

recommendations and reach agreement on the decisions to follow.  

STEP 3. A plan is developed for wider consultation and discussions with 

stakeholders.  
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STEP 4. Existing qualifications and provision are mapped into a provisional 

framework. This process can start concurrently with STEP 3, and is likely to be 

more complex than it seems. It is in this process that government and key 

stakeholders will become clear about where there are qualification-based barriers to 

progression, and what other problems need to be addressed.  

STEP 5. On the basis of the previous steps, the agreements reached, and the map of 

existing provision and qualifications developed, further steps can be planned. A 

likely next step will be the creation of an appropriate Steering Committee, the 

development of a strategic plan, and the identification of responsible parties. 

Further, it should be clear what other policies and strategies will be needed to 

address the identified problems, in addition to the NVQF.  

STEP 6. Develop a plan to take the decisions that have been made at a national 

level to those responsible or involved in TVET in the Indian states.  
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ANNEXE 1- Credit, credit rating and credit accumulation and 

transfer 

When designing an NVQF, a key issue is whether it is designed to recognize only 

the accumulation of learning towards a qualification (Credit Accumulation) or also 

to allow for the transfer of learning between qualifications, jobs and institutions 

(Credit Accumulation and Transfer (CAT). 

A CAT (Credit Accumulation and Transfer) system is a way of improving the links 

between different TVET qualifications and higher-level programmes by 

representing numerically (as ―units of credit‖) the amount of learning that a learner 

is expected to achieve both in terms of level and with reference to the nominal 

duration of learning involved.  In this way, at least theoretically, all qualifications 

with quite different origins and for different occupations and sectors can be 

compared for the purposes of progression. In addition to the level descriptors of a 

NVQF, such a Credit Accumulation and Transfer (CAT) system involves a 

number of additional features. 

Qualifications have to be expressed as a multiple of one or more units of learning. 

Units are defined as the smallest measurable elements of learning that make up a 

qualification on the framework; 

A Notional (or Average) Learning Time (NLT), where 1 unit = 10 hours of NLT
3
 

must be agreed by all providers of qualifications. What distinguishes the idea of 

NLT from the traditional concept of  ―contact hours‖ is that while the latter refers 

to ―time in front of a teacher‖ (and therefore is an input or teacher-centred 

measure), the former includes any agreed student learning activities, including 

contact hours (and hence is a learner- centred measure); 

credit, defined as a measure of learning time(typically, 10 hours learning = 1 credit 

point) and  

credit rating - each qualification is given a credit rating or the number of credit 

points at each level that has to be achieved to gain the qualification.
4
 

The decision facing policy makers is whether to invest the considerable time and 

resources needed to ―credit rate‖ all TVET qualifications and if so for what purpose. 

Credit rating is a long and laborious business, and may not be the best way of 

improving progression possibilities for those in TVET programmes. Even if all 

TVET qualifications have been ―credit rated‖, the issues of trust and professional 

judgment will remain (employers and teachers/lecturers will still make judgements 

when interpreting credit scores). The crucial issue will still be improving the 

quality of lower level TVET qualifications and building trust in them. At a 

minimum a credit framework is a way of providing quantitative evidence to 

recruiters and admission tutors about qualifications which they may be unfamiliar 

with from direct experience. However, there is little reliable evidence of the success 

of CAT systems and the decisions made by employers and teachers/lecturers are 

                                                
3 Known, also for example, as ‘nominal duration’ in Australia. 
4 For example in the Victorian Credit Matrix (in Australia) a Certificate Level 4 in IT requires a student to obtain 134 total credit 

points made up of  86 core credit points (40 at level 4; 16 at level 3 and 30 at level 2. The learner. Is free to choose her/his 

remaining 48 credit points 
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likely to continue to be less informed by the credit rating of a qualification and 

more by the judgements they make about the quality of provision at different 

institutions, unless they are familiar with a recognised quality system, such as ISO 

or in the case of India, QCI. 

Evidence of the use of a credit matrix in the state of Victoria in Australia illustrates 

that a credit framework can be used as a basis for obtaining qualifications by 

accumulation of credit (rather than only by assessment at the end of the 

programme). However, the Victoria case provides very few examples of students 

being able to transfer credit between qualifications and between institutions, 

particularly when it involved institutions recognizing workplace learning where 

there may be much less basis for shared trust.   

These problems of trust are partly a consequence of the different curriculum 

models used in different educational sectors. For example, a competency-based 

system may have been developed for vocational training, whereas a more 

traditional syllabus-based curriculum might be used for technical and general 

education. This suggests the advantages of a common approach to curriculum to 

underpin the delivery of TVET delivered in schools and other institutions such as 

ITIs, ITCs, and Polytechnics. The problem however is to reach agreement as to 

what should the common basis underpinning the CAT system should be. The more 

it is based on a competence approach which tend to lack a reliable basis for specifying 

knowledge, the less likely it will encourage progression – the major policy aim of 

establishing an NVQF for the Indian government.
5

 Furthermore, irrespective of the 

system used to determine credit, there are other issues which will impact on the 

extent of progression that do not arise directly from the design of the NVQF. 

These include: 

- how institutions are funded: if institutions are funded on the basis of student 

numbers or funded to deliver full qualifications, they may be reluctant to 

encourage credit transfer even when it is in the student‖s interest.  

- the provision of effective programmes of professional development– 

teachers and other stakeholders will need to meet to explore the implications of 

greater student mobility between different institutions and reach agreements 

and develop new expertise.  

An alternative approach that would not involve so many additional resources is to 

establish local and regional partnerships in which issues concerning progression are 

discussed and informal agreements between different providers and users are 

reached at a local level. However, this approach on its own would make it difficult 

to maintain national consistency in a large country like India, especially for those 

sectors of the population that are highly mobile.  

                                                

5 There have been a number of attempts to overcome this weakness of competency based system such as ‘underpinning 

knowledge and understanding and holistic competence-based assessment; however, it is our view that both should be treated with 

caution.   
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Key Decision 13:  

Is it proposed that the Indian NVQF will include a Credit Accumulation 

and Transfer system? If so:  

a) What plans for professional development to support the 

expansion of credit transfer?  

b) How far are existing systems for funding institutions consistent with 

a CAT system? 

If a CAT system is planned, what system will be used to determine the 

amount of learning needed for each qualification and the 

equivalence or difference between qualifications: 

a) nominal duration? 

b) credit rating? 

c) common national modules across educational sectors? 

d) locally agreed credit arrangements between individual 

institutions? 
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